A FREE
GUIDE FOR
BUSINESSES

A GUIDE TO

B2B SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING
Discover how you can use social
media for a B2B audience to drive
revenue and create new conversations

B2B SOCIAL MEDIA

B2B social media can be challenging for a variety of reasons,
most notably the task of finding your audience online,
followed by the concern that the subject matter can appear
dry or dull on something like Facebook or Twitter.
This document will help you build an effective B2B social
media strategy that works towards achieving your business
objectives and building an online community.
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BUSINESS GOALS
There are three common challenges businesses face with
social media marketing; identifying and reaching their target
audience, measuring ROI and supporting overall business
goals.

144

minutes an average
person spends on
social media every day

When defining your strategy, start with creating goals that
align with your business’s objectives, whether this is to
drive revenue through sales and leads, or to build an online
community and create new conversations - define what it is
you want to achieve.
Social media is based on creating and building relationships
online, and your activity must be there to support people at
every stage of their customer journey. The recent pandemic
pushed more people online than ever before as they found
more ways to engage with one another while not being able
to meet face-to-face.
Recent social media demographic statistics published in
2021 by Sprout Social revealed:
• More than 3.6 billion people from around the world use
social media, with that number projected to increase to
4.41 billion in 2025.
• The top social media networks ranked by the number
of active users are Facebook, YouTube (WhatsApp/
Facebook Messenger) and Instagram.
• Internet users spend an average of 144 minutes on social
media per day.
Along with this, social media data and insights can actually
help to inform your business decisions.
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EXAMPLE GOALS
Increase brand awareness
Creating or boosting an online presence that
focuses on your values and expertise
Generate new leads
Helping your audience make informed decisions in
becoming a potential new customer for your business
Boost brand engagement
Exploring new avenues to engage with your online audience
Select one or two goals
to focus on

Build/increase online community
Growing the number of followers to introduce your business
to new users
Drive traffic to website
Focusing on conversions and clicks that take your audience
to your website and away from social media
Establish customer service channel
Creating new opportunities for new or existing customers to
contact the business
Grow revenue
An extension of driving traffic to your website or generating
new leads to boost overall sales
Using a combination of these strategies can help to keep
you focused as you progress. Avoid over complicating your
social media strategy and stick to one or two goals that you
can allocate resource into achieving.
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DIFFERENT CHANNELS
It’s unlikely you will have equal success on multiple
channels; they each have their own nuances, audiences,
behaviours and features. It’s better to focus your time on
one channel and make a greater success of that, rather than
creating a presence on several without having the time to
get the most out of them all.
A few steps to follow at this point include;
1. Research and identify which channels your competitors
are on - who is making a success of their social media
marketing and what is it they are doing differently?
2. Refer back to your business objectives and determine
what being ‘successful’ looks like to you. If click rates
matter more than shares, focus on that.
3. Make informed decisions and use the data you have at
your disposal to identify trends and patterns.
4. Learn how different generations engage on social media,
and the different channels they are likely to be active on.
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As channels become more popular, they also develop with
new features and algorithms. It’s important that the content
you create and curate is appropriate for not only your
audience, but for the channel you will be publishing it on.

It’s better to master one
channel than try to be
on all of them

Facebook
Facebook is becoming a great space for online retailers
following the introduction of Facebook Shops, and can
be the ideal platform for employee-centric content. Its
sophisticated set-up makes it a preferred option for paid
ad campaigns. Some of the newer features include live
broadcasting from a Business Page and other recent Creator
Studio updates.
Instagram
Instagram has many established online communities. It was
initially popular with millennials and Gen Z, with the largest
demographic on the network being women aged 18-24. It
now has one billion monthly active users, as well as new app
developments that will focus on creators, video, shopping
and messaging.
LinkedIn
Specifically designed for B2B networking, LinkedIn is ideal
for thought-leadership content and employee engagement.
Long-form posts perform well on LinkedIn, with research
indicating that posts with 1,900–2,000 words perform the
best in terms of views and engagement.
Twitter
Twitter is commonly the place to spot conversation trends,
while interacting with both individuals and businesses. The
channel is designed to encourage users to post short form
content, with the length of posts doubling recently to 280
characters. Twitter is more popular with a male audience
compared with the other channels, where more than 80% of
the global users are under 50 years old.
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YOUR AUDIENCE
The demographics on social media channels only tell part
of the story. The worst thing you can do for your social
media strategy, and your business, is to make assumptions
about your audience. Take into account how people already
engage with your business and look at where the traffic to
your website is coming from.

76%

of people will buy from
you over a competitor
when they feel connected
to your brand

When creating your overarching marketing strategy, you
may have already developed customer buyer personas that
cover what your typical audience may look like, what their
interests are, their challenges and their reasons for engaging
with your business. Utilise these and apply them to how they
may operate online.
Consider why your audience may be active on a specific
channel and what value you can provide to them; 57% of
consumers will follow a brand to learn about new products
or services while 47% will follow to stay up to date on
company news. Some will choose to unfollow you based
on poor customer service or if your content is irrelevant to
them. This includes if there are too many promotional posts,
discussion politics or social issues or a lack of engagement
with ignoring messages and comments.
Your online audience will have their own reasons for using
social media, and for interacting with businesses on there.
Often, people reach out and engage because they have had
either a positive or negative experience with the business,
or because they have a product or service-related question.
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DEVELOPING CONTENT
Competition is tough on social media, making it even more
important to know why you’re using it as a business and
what you want to get out of it.
For both B2B and B2C, there will more than likely be an
element of raising brand awareness or building credibility
and trust within your social media strategy. You may also
want to help educate your audience on particular topics you
are the expert in.
Demonstrate an
understanding of your
target audience’s needs

Being honest and transparent online will help to boost your
trust and credibility. When creating your content, ensure
you’re using the correct links (test they’re not broken or
hijacked) and use conversational language.

TYPES OF CONTENT
Using a combination of different types of content is what
leads to creating authority; optimised, shareable and
engaging content.

Earned media
Any type of 3rd party endorsement such as media
relations or influencer relations.
Owned media
Content you have created such as presentations,
white papers or webinars.
Paid activity
Using an advertising budget such as PPC or display
adverts.
Shared content
Having customers or online users share content such
as social media or review websites.
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CONTENT THEMES
The content you create is there for your target audience to
read and share - social media is a platform to be used to
become part of the conversation.
Developing (and sticking to) content themes creates
consistency for your audience, and when they come across
content – they will know it is yours.

1 in 3

use social media to learn
about new products,
services or brands

Here are some examples of what you could create:
• Articles and blog posts
• Thought leadership
• CSR
• Employee-centric content
• Stories, fleets and general time sensitive content
• Short and long form video
• Live video and broadcasting
Content that your online audience finds informative,
insightful, emotional, inspirational or entertaining is more
likely to be shared.
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REPURPOSING CONTENT
Your content isn’t and shouldn’t be a one hit wonder.
Alongside the obvious advantage of saving time,
repurposing content helps to reinforce your messaging while
reaching an audience that may have missed the original
piece.

Reach people who missed
your content the first time
round with repurposing

Webinars
You may have previously posted a link to your
webinar to invited people to sign up, and the event
may now be over, but now you have a recording of
it, and that is a valuable piece of content to help
educate your audience. You could turn this content
into a video using snippets and soundbites, or you
could transform it into a written guide for people to
save and revisit at a later date.
Blog posts
Writing blog posts can take up quite a bit of time
so don’t let that hard work go to waste. Use the top
line points highlighted in your blog post and post as
a Twitter thread.
Opinion pieces
Following on from thought leadership content, ask
your audience a question to get their thoughts and
create new conversations. Alternatively, can you use
your opinion piece to give someone the answer they
were looking for?
Cross platforms
If a piece worked well on one channel, it could also
work well on another, provided it is edited to suit
that specific channel. For example, a long form
piece of content on LinkedIn may work well as a
shorter summarised piece on Instagram, with the
“value” in the form of a graphic or text image.
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USER-GENERATED CONTENT
As consumers, we tend to share our experiences and
purchases online with our family and friends, while tagging
a brand or sharing a branded hashtag. By doing this, we
create something known as ‘user-generated content’ (UGC)
for the business we have bought from. It’s freely available
to use – provided you have permission from the individual
– and can be in the form of photos, videos, blogs, reviews,
audio and more.

85%

find UGC more influential
than brand photos

Think of it as providing any potential new customers with an
unfiltered and authentic insight into your product or service.
Recent tests through social media advertising show how
UGC content outperforms stock imagery - 85% find it
more influential than brand photos or videos, and 84% of
millennials say it impacts their purchasing decisions.
UGC is trusted more than stock images, and trust is
an important factor in building quality relationships
online. Although this is more beneficial to B2C, there are
opportunities for B2B marketing to capitalise on this type of
content.
Demonstrate your offering
Provide examples of your product or service in
action through content generated by an existing
customer.
Build your online community
Share the experiences of your customers, their
challenges and opportunities, and how it relates to
you.
Tell customer stories
Share testimonials and reviews from your customers,
and consider how this can be relevant to a new
customer.
Employee engagement
Leverage content from employees to humanise your
brand, and utilise any thought leadership content
from within your team.
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PERFORMANCE
Social media channels will provide you with analytics on your
content and your page. It’s worth keeping a report of these
as time goes on to measure the impact of your activity over
a longer period of time.
There are a few different ways to measure the success of
your activity and how well you’re meeting your initial goals.
Set yourself a benchmark that you can monitor for each
channel and, over time, assess how your content has been
performing. Most importantly, consider how this factors in to
your strategy to meet your business objectives.
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EXAMPLE METRICS
Reach
The number of people who have seen your content.
Impressions
The number of times your content has been seen.
Engagement
Every click, like, comment or share (including channel
specific engagements such as saves on Instagram).

Focus on which metrics
matter most to achieving
your business goals

Hashtag performance
Not only the popularity of the hashtag and how frequently
it’s used, but how people interact with it and who those
people are.
Sentiment
How positively or negatively people are talking about your
brand.
Engagement rate
The best way to know not only the quality of your audience,
but the relevancy of your content to them. It’s calculated
by the number of engagements divided by impressions or
reach. Higher engagement rates means that people who are
seeing your content find it of interest or value to them.
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OPTIMISATION
It’s one thing to publish your content, but you need it to be
seen by your target audience. There are a number of factors
to consider to improve your chances of it appearing in your
target audience’s feed.

Test different wording,
images and call-to-actions

Engagement
As you roll out your content, it’s vital to monitor its
performance and set a benchmark. Whether you’re looking
at engagement, the clicks through to your website or any
new followers it may be attracting, you need to have a good
idea of what is performing well and what isn’t.
In essence, you must create content that is similar to what
has worked previously, provided that it is delivering against
your longer-term objectives. Take a broad approach rather
than being more granular as there will be off days where
anomalies arise.
There are many variables to test within your content, and
what works well on one channel may not always work well
on another. Again, think back to the differences in these
social channels and adjust your content accordingly.
There are things you can test across the board – some
examples include:
• Length of the post
• Structure of a headline
• Different call-to-actions
• Type of image
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Voice search
A newer one to consider for many, but voice searches are on
the rise with current statistics showing that 41% of adults use
voice search at least once a day. Relating this back to your
social media content, ensure you’re using generic terms
rather than internal references to improve your findability.
Prioritise user friendliness over usability.

41%

of adults use voice search
at least once a day

Publishing
There is no magic formula to follow for the best time to
post your content, but you can guarantee it won’t be the
same for every channel. Think back to your online audience
and the fundamental differences between social media
channels and you’ll soon see that there is no “on size fits all”
approach.
For instance, some people will be active for longer periods
of time on Instagram compared to Twitter and vice versa.
Another type of audience may exclusively spend time on
Facebook.
There is data out there that can help you navigate this
minefield and take some guesswork out of the equation,
which is especially helpful for those new to social media with
no other insights to work from.
The heat maps on the next page use data from Sprout
Social (May 2021) and native channels to best predict the
time of day and day of the week to publish your content for
maximum engagement. Please note that these are generic
graphs and the best approach for you to take should be
bespoke to your business.
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GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT BY CHANNEL
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Facebook

LinkedIn

Best times: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
		9am–1pm
Best days:
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
Worst day: Saturday

Best times:
Best days:
Worst day:

Instagram

Twitter

Best times: Tuesday 11am-2pm,
		Monday-Friday 11am
Best day:
Tuesday
Worst day: Sunday

Best times: Wednesday 9am-3pm,
		Tuesday-Thursday 9-11am
Best day:
Wednesday
Worst day: Saturday

Tuesday-Thursday 9am-12pm
Tuesday and Wednesday
Sunday
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Hashtags
Used correctly, hashtags can help amplify your content and
get it seen by more people who are likely to be interested
in what you are publishing but who might not necessarily
be following you. It’s one of the best, and free, optimisation
techniques used on social media.

Research your hashtags
by channel, and monitor
their popularity over time

There is a strategy behind using hashtags that varies by
channel:
• Twitter recommends no more than two hashtags
per tweet, with trending topics being formed from
hashtagged words becoming very popular.
• Instagram allows up to 30, and these are typically
placed at the end of the post or can be included in
the comment section. Check to see how many posts
are using the same hashtags to get an idea of your
competition – too high and your content may get lost in
the crowd, too low and no one may actually be looking
to find it.
• Facebook hashtags work very differently and have
a unique function to be mindful of. Stick to popular
socially-driven hashtags to boost your searchability,
or group your campaign-specific content together by
creating a unique one.
Competitors
Check out what content your competitors are publishing
and where they are publishing it. You can learn a lot by
digging deeper into what type of content they are creating
and how the audience is engaging with it. Search by
valuable keywords and phrases, along with industry terms,
to see what appears. Undertaking this research may help to
optimise areas in your own strategy, and isn’t done to copy
content from them.
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TOOLS
Streamline your resources by making the most of online
tools. There are many social media management platforms
to choose from, such as Sprout Social, Hootsuite, Falcon
and Buffer to name a few - but there are also tools to help
you manage your social media marketing in other ways.
From researching topics, creating graphics and providing
further analytics on your reporting, there many websites
that can aid your strategy. Some are free, and you might be
using them in other parts of your business, but do charge,
so take the time to research if these will be of any benefit to
you before parting with any money.
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EXAMPLE TOOLS
Animoto
Create videos to share online. Customise text size, colour,
font and placement with access to stock assets.
Bitly
A free URL shortener that allows you to create and share
branded URLs with custom domains.

Research which tools
would be more beneficial
to your team

BuzzSumo
Discover new content ideas with keywords, and access
platform insights. Find new outreach opportunities across
social media and search.
Canva
An online design and publishing tool, that allows you to
create social media graphics using thousands of custom
templates and stock images.
Google Analytics
Identify and measure which social media channels drive
quality traffic to your website, and how these users then
interact with your website.
Google Trends
Research search trends and gain insight into how frequently
a given search term is entered into Google’s search engine.
Unsplash
Free images and photos to download and use on social
media that don’t resemble ultra high quality stock images.
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EVALUATION
You can streamline your efforts by making use of social
media tools. There are many tools on the market that offer
scheduling, publishing and reporting services where you can
manage multiple channels in one place.
There are also social media automation tools available to aid
in content curation – these are not to be used for creating
your social media posts, but to help with content ideas.
Together, these help to save time and make your processes
more efficient.
Let data inform your
decisions and concentrate
on what’s important to
your business

Ways in which automation tools can help you include:
• Social listening – both for the industry and your brand
• Gain valuable insights across different channels
• Generate content curation ideas
• Achieve consistent scheduling
• Review sentiment analysis
Over a longer period of time, you will have kept a record
of everything you wanted to measure and optimised your
content to boost those stats.
The evaluation of social media then comes down to three
things:
• Outcome – what did your target audience do as a result?
• Outtake – how did your target audience engage?
• Output – what digital tactics did you take to get your
message out?
Looking at the bigger picture will allow you to step back
from the daily posts, likes and clicks and relate back to your
original objectives more easily. With time, you’ll then be
able to make changes to your metrics and make them more
relevant to your business.
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ABOUT FAITH

Faith is a PR, social and content specialist that works with
you to make a difference to you and your business.
We’re big enough to have in-house expertise across a range
of services. But we’re small enough to care. Your success
is our success because whether you’re starting out on your
kitchen table like our founder Stefanie did 14 years ago,
looking to take what you do to the next level or looking
for an agency that shares your values, everything we do is
bespoke - because your business or organisation is unique.
If you need advice on implementing a social media strategy,
or developing your existing one, get in touch with our team
today:
havefaith@faith-pr.co.uk
www.faith-pr.co.uk
Vulcan House, Foundry Street, Brighouse HD6 1LT
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